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Membership of the Guild is open to anyone
having an interest in pottery and sculpture and
offers members many opportunities each year to
see top potters and sculptors demonstrating their
skills. In addition, an annual Open Day is held
with demonstrations. Exhibitions, visits and
workshops are also organised at various times.
Membership Rates 
Family £22.50, Single £19.50, Student: £9.50.
Newsletter only: £7 per annum.
Make your cheque payable to DCPG, and
please send to Jan Kent, 48 Coleshill Place,
Bradwell Common, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK13
8DP. Tel: 01908 674 051. If joining after March,
please phone for a reduced introductory rate.
The Dacorum and Chiltern Potters Guild
Newsletter is published quarterly and distributed
free to all members of the Guild, other craft
groups and organisations. Contributions to the
Newsletter are always welcome (s.a.e. please
with any items to be returned).
Opinions expressed in items published do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the Committee
or Guild members as a whole; nor is the Guild
responsible for the content of individual
advertisements printed in the Newsletter.
Reproduction of Newsletter Articles
Articles in the newsletter are the copyright of
the Guild or the Author unless other wise
attributed and may not be reproduced, copied or
used in any way without the permission of the
Guild or the Author.
Advertising Rates
Quarter page £14, Half page £22, Whole page £50
Small ads: 25p per word (20 words free to
members). Semi display £7 from your artwork or
£10 for typesetting (maximum 50 words)
Covers: Back +20%, Inside +15%
Distribution of leaflets £35 for A5
For all advertising enquiries please contact:
Karen George Advertising Manager
karen@fireflyevents.org.uk

Specialist in manufacture and supply of
kiln furniture to studio potters, hobby
potters, colleges and schools.
•No minimum order

•Fast, friendly and efficient service

•Large stock of best quality refractories
•Immediate collection

•Overnight delivery if required

•Batts cut to any size, shape and

thickness, perforated or plain

•Kiln shelves, props, tile cranks, stilts,

pins, cements, batt washes etc

Contact Walter Brayford
Tel: 01782 505 405
Mobile: 07817 040971
email: walter@claylake.com

Over the last 2 years, we have been re-designing the
entire kiln range to improve reliability, durability, and
eﬃciency. Following the successful New Hobby and
New Top-Loading ranges, our latest innovation is the
Tube Supported Element found in our front loading kilns.
Tube Elements are not embeded in the kiln wall, which means
more heat gets into the kiln, vastly increasing eﬃciency.

Potterycrafts are proud to support

Glaze

Equipment

www.potterycrafts.co.uk

Materials

Tel: 01782 745 000

Main cover photo of Wood fire kiln opening, back row from left: Mary Anne, Ingrid, Bipin, Vivienne, Danielle, Terry, Lutz.
Front row: Elaine, Judi, Sue, Jola. Bottom photos: Joe Finch, Danielle Bunker, Phil Pennington

Editorial 		
A great success
The f irst edition of the new Guild
newsletter has been a great success, thanks
to the hard work of a dedicated team. The
second has been rather more difficult to
produce, spare time has been elusive and so,
I haven’t been able to pay as much attention
to this edition as to the last. It is a little late in
publication and I offer my apologies for that.
Included in the newsletter are articles
about recent demonstrations, our new kiln,
Ros’s wonderful trip to Korea and much
more. I hope you all enjoy reading it and
welcome any comments or letters.
The first meeting after the summer break
will take place on Friday 14th October with
the AGM and Stan Romer competition.

Guild News
Box Moor Kiln Project
The kiln has been successfully built
and we’ve now completed a couple of firings.
See the newsletter for further details.
Box Moor Music on the Moor
The Guild’s involvement was a great
success – we made around £700. Thanks
to Mervyn, Ros and all the volunteers who
helped over the weekend.
Pitstone Farm Museum
Ronnie, John and Ruby have arrangements
in hand. The Guild will be present at the
museum on Sunday 14th August, Monday
29th August (August Bank Holiday) and
Sunday 11th September
The Guild Summer Garden Party
Proposed date Sunday 21st August at
Longfield. Guests to contribute a dish.

Danielle Bunker
Pots that tell tales
The theme for the competition is ‘Pots that
tell tales’ as inspired by the series ‘A History
of the World in a Hundred objects’. It is
fantastic to see the contributions from
the different members and a great way of
showing off our creativity.
Don’t forget to make a piece
I’d like to say thanks to the team who have
carried on regardless, and in particular
to Lynne who has picked up the majority
of the editing for this issue. I don’t have
the time needed to give the newsletter the
attention that is required so I will be retiring
from this position.
Best wishes
Danielle

Lynne McGechie
New Members to the Guild
We welcome new Guild members Donice
Sousa and Alistair Blake.
Donice lives at The Three Horseshoes
in Bourne End and has a young son. She is
studying part-time at West Herts College,
but doesn’t have as much time for ceramics
as she would like.
She says “My work tends towards the
figurative. I like to use different decorative
techniques from slip-trailing to sgraffito
and at the moment I am working on Delftlike tiles for the pub. I am particularly
inspired by Ancient Greek and Islamic art.”
Message from Becky at Potclays
Any Guild members visiting Art in Clay
at Hatfield in August who would like to place
an order with them, they will bring it along
transport free of charge.
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Chenies Manor Celebrating Ceramics

Ros McGuirk

The gallery is open every Wed and Thurs
Dear Member,
I hope you will be able to take part in the 2-5pm, and also on bank holidays. Access is
Guild’s exhibition this year. Please read via the entrance to the house and gardens for
which there is a charge. (Stewards get in free)
the information below to find out more.
The entrance charge is waived for the
Show opens on Wed 3 Aug and closes
preview party, at which our guests are also
on Bank holiday Monday 29 Aug.
Proposed date of setting up and preview welcome to walk around the gardens. If the
evening is fine, you may wish to bring a picnic.
party - Tues 2 Aug (to be confirmed).
A
commission of 20% is charged on our sales,
Type of work required
to
cover our use of the gallery and grounds.
Almost anything that suits the following:
Although
the gallery is fairly small, the
• to be hung on walls
wall
space
and
the grounds around it make
• placed on table and plinths
a
lot
of
space
available.
• free standing in the garden
The title of the show is “Celebrating Ancient and musty cellar
There is also the ancient and musty cellar
Ceramics”, therefore all exhibits should be
which we can use, given suitable pots to put in
either entirely, or mostly, made from clay.
Each exhibitor should be prepared for the the alcoves. I am hoping for eighteen exhibitors,
so please give this your serious consideration.
following:
Applicants should contact me asap and
• some selection of work that they submit
send the fee as a cheque made payable to
• to steward the exhibition once or twice
‘DCPG’, posted to R. McGuirk, 13 The Park,
• pay an exhibitor’s fee of £5
St Albans, AL1 4RU
• bring guests to the party!

Potters Open Day (POD) 2011
This is just a little reminder that our
fantastic Potters Open Day at Longdean
School, Hemel Hempstead, HP5 8JB, will
take place on Saturday 12th November 2011.
Our illustrious potters this year are David
and Margaret Frith who will be coming down
from their home in Denbighshire, Wales.
David and Margaret Frith set up their first
workshop in 1963. Their reputations are well
established. David with his mastery of the
potter’s wheel makes majestic pieces
decorated with his personal style of waxed
motifs under heavy reduction overglazes
and glaze trailing. Margaret concentrates
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Ronnie Powell

on individual porcelain with car ved
decoration or coloured glazes as well as
producing a comprehensive range of
domestic-ware and decorative stoneware.
Both are Fellows of the Craft Potters
Association and David is a selected member
of the Crafts Council. They both have work
in many private and public collections and
exhibit widely in the UK and abroad. David
has lectured overseas and given workshops
in Europe, Africa and New Zealand.
Please place the most important event
of our calendar into your diaries. Tell your
friends too. We always have a great time!

Russell Coates

Demonstration on 14th January 2011
report by Mary Payne

W

hilst studying at Goldsmiths College
Russell Coates won the Leach Oriental
Scholarship to an English Potter and went to
Japan. He gave us a very interesting talk
with slides on the work of various groups of
potters with whom he worked on his travels.

Amare Ware
Touring by bicycle, he visited six ancient
kiln sites and studied the methods used by
traditional 17th century Japanese potters.
After the collapse of the Ming Dynasty,
pottery became a dying trade, but then in
1616 the Dutch came, bringing cobalt with
them. The Samurai put down their swords
and became potters and the industry was
revived. Their work is called Amare ware.
Russell demonstrated how he goes about
making one of his typical pots. Using two
types of porcelain clays mixed with anoline
dye, he rolled out a shape and with a twisted
wire he separated it in half, creating the
two sides that will be fixed together to make
the form. Usually, at this point it is left to firm
up for about a week.

He placed a strengthening bar across
the centre of the lower piece and meshed and
coiled it securely to the base. He joined
each of the side pieces to the base, leaving the
lines left by the twisted wire uppermost.
As porcelain dries very fast he pinched the
edges together and filled the inside space
with paper to help hold the form.
Next he showed us how he made a square
bottle or box using a two-piece mould cutting
the lid to fit from another mould.
He also showed us how he creates his
designs on his pieces. He draws on potter’s
tissue in biro, which he transferred to the
bowl using charcoal powder with water and
a very fine paintbrush. With a mixture of
50% calcined china clay, 20% cobalt oxide,
5% nickel oxide, 15% iron oxide and 10%
manganese dioxide he brushed the surface
at an angle of 45 degrees and his wrist
supported, he painted the blue and white
design outline with a fine brush, and using
green tea to stick the pigment he painted
the areas he wanted in the design.
Those attending the meeting showed
great interest and clustered around to watch
him at work.

Photographs: Russell Coates by John Powell, pot by Wendy Keen
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John Higgins

Demonstration on 11th February 2011

J

ohn Higgins gave us a lively and personal
demonstration covering what motivates
and influences his approach to ceramics.

Ceramics is in his blood
Stoke is his home town and he grew up
playing on mounds of china clay and throwing
broken shards of pottery into the canal, so
ceramics is in his blood. He quoted a wide
range of influences including painters, optical
illusions, distorted perspectives, potters in
particular Hans Coper, architectural features
such as grills, arrow slits, columns, windows
and strong colours. As he put it, photo images
that he has taken ‘sit at the back of my head
waiting to pop out at anytime’.
The slide show which covered his work
from last year developed after his visit to
Aberystwyth and included his general
approach of throwing pots and cutting them
into slabs, his use of strong colours and
his love of marks made by chance. His work
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is constantly evolving; he has thumped
pots as it has seemed to be the right action
at the right moment;
As soon as it becomes easy it is time to
do something else
John uses a 50/50 mixture of crank and
Scarva hand building clay. His pots are
deliberately allowed to develop during the
process, at the beginning he does not know
what they will finally look like. Textures
and the build up of interesting ‘marks’
are important to him to show the process
of production; the linen imprint from
rolling out slabs, the use of an aluminium
angle to scrape the surface, the use of curtain
wire to create cutting patterns and the
throwing and manipulation of the clay
slabs to produce stretch marks and cracks
to be filled at a later date with oxides.
After bisque firing to 1000 degrees the pot
is coated with a copper oxide wash and then
sponged to leave the oxide in the textures.
A thin porcelain slip with a few drops of
sodium chloride is sprayed on so that the
oxides show through in the textures and
marks. Coloured slip decoration is applied
thickly and roughly so that the brush marks
show up and then the pot is fired between
1120 and 1150 degrees in a gas kiln. He only
likes bright colour so never fires to stoneware.
The demonstration
John threw a cylinder and used stretched
curtain wire to cut furrows in the surface
and added other marks. The walls of the
cylinder were pushed outward to open up
the body of the clay. The cylinder was then
cut into slabs, stretched by holding one edge
and beating them on to the table. These marks,
textures and fluidity of form can only be
produced when thrown on the wheel.
Photograph by Lutz

		

report by Nigel Carrick
Illustrations by Vivienne Rodwell-Davies

The slabs are allowed to become stiff before
construction using slurry prepared in a domestic
food mixer. Slabs are cut by partially incising
with a knife and then snapping off the rest
to produce a textured edge.
The rectangular pot was built up with two
large unequal slabs separated by small
rectangular dividers all on a flat base. The
domed feet to the underside of the slab were
produced from a mould. An extruded handle
and ‘u’ channel spout were added to complete
the pot.
John Higgins does not do precise but he
knows precisely what he is doing to the
shapes, marks, textures and edges that happen
during the production process. Everything is
put together with an enthusiasm and passion
which is noticeable throughout all his work.
John uses his
knuckles
to throw

Hacksaw
blade

Perspex
Slate
Curtain wire

Porcupine
quill
Wooden
lead beater

Bamboo
tool

Press moulded feet

Harp with curtain wire

Partially cut through
slab and break - gives a
textured edge

Piece of Aluminium
dragged across
slab of clay

Stretch the clay by
throwing on the
table

Hand in
to stretch
clay out

One hand over the top of
the other
Mark making not
controlled

Rib up and
make deep
marks

Cut in half and
throw on table.
Wait till a little
harder - a day or so,
elongates pattern

The finished pot
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Exhibition Review

Vivienne Rodwell-Davies

Italian Drawings,
Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge
8th March - 12 June 20011

T

his exhibition celebrated the highlights
of the Fitzwilliam’s Italian Drawing
Collection. It was a stunning show and
covered work from the 15thC to the mid
19thC - f rom masters like Leonardo,
Michelangelo and Raphael to lesser known,
but equally impressive works.
A huge collection, beautifully displayed and not too dark - pen, ink, graphite, Conté
chalk and wash were all there, and with
so many varieties of technique displayed
it was breathtaking.
I was drawn to the sensitivity
of a study of a male nude by
Giovanni Battista Tiepolo and
three male nudes in a cloud.
You could feel the lightness
of the cloud made with just
a few strokes of a pen.
Equally impressive were
two sketches by
the same artist - roofs of two houses
and the gates of a villa.
I was quickly absorbed
by the architecture and
the atmosphere
of Italy.
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In total contrast to the old masters there
were two drawings with quick, definite,
and expressive line - ‘Figure in a large hat’
by Modigliani and ‘Study for a sculpture’ by
Boccioni - both masterly in their own right.
In conjunction with the drawings there
was an exhibition of Italian etchings to
complement the drawings - also a must.
I went twice to this exhibition and would
have gone a third time! It was worth setting
aside a whole day to do both exhibitions
(not to mention the obligatory break for lunch
and tea and a glass of ‘Prosecco’ at Browns
when the museum is closed!)

A Potter’s Trip to Korea

T

here are plenty of things to enjoy in Korea
including fine palaces, temples, museums
and lots of shopping opportunities.
We started in Seoul, the modern capital.

Country’s heritage
Our next stop was the Royal Kiln Museum at
Gwangju. This was the site of the king’s kilns,
and for many years production concentrated on
celadon glazed ware for the royal household.
It has been revived since the last war and is
now regarded as part of the country’s heritage.
Even more impressive was the museum
in Icheon for the Grand Master Haegang Yoo
Kun-Hyun. He was the most influential Korean
potter of the twentieth century. He dedicated his
whole life to reviving the old skills and training
others to establish a strong living craft.
At Icheon there is a brand new ceramics
museum containing an exciting collection
of modern work. There is also a sculpture park,
an arts education centre and a large shopping
mall entirely devoted to contemporary ceramics.
Gaugin in the south west is where Korean
celadon began and where most of it was made. In
this beautiful coastal area of mountains and
drowned river valleys are found all the materials
needed to produce that glaze. The local clay is
referred to as porcelain, but, when wet it is black,
and when fired is grey-white, making the glaze
darker. The glaze is dug out of river beds as mud.
It requires milling and blunging, but all the
constituents are there, flung together by geology.

Ros McGuirk
There is plenty to explore here. I particularly
enjoyed the markets, which function in a
distinctly medieval way. My favourite was
devoted entirely to food and medicinal herbs.
Leopard skin tights and a purple top
One day at lunch the owner picked up on
our interest in ceramics, which he
shared. He arranged for us to meet a
master potter who lived nearby. The
old potter came out of her little thatched
mud walled house wearing leopard skin
tights and a purple top – she was all smiles.
Her protégé gave us a demo, turning footrings
on teabowls. He then took us to see the anagama
kiln and to his shop where there were rows of
tiny teacups, teapots, spouted bowls, small
dishes and lidded pots. As we expressed
our thanks for showing us around,
he pressed a tiny teacup into each
outstretched hand.
A few miles away there is
a ‘folk craft village’ founded
by the Korean government
to promote ‘traditional
crafts’. Purpose built for
visitors it includes two
potteries that produce shilla
ware, which is decorated
by inlaying white slip into
st a mp e d or Sg r af f it o’d
impressions, and then fired
unglazed. The results range
from matt dark grey to glossy
black ware depending how much
ash they acquired in the kiln.
We left Korea full of good
memories, it has much to offer the
visitor, more than I have recounted
here, and I thoroughly recommend
the place.

Incense burner, Celadon Buddha in a cave, Contemporary work, A National Treasure
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Kevin Millward

K

evin Millward is a teacher, a maker
and a designer of tableware. He is
undoubtedly one of the most highly skilled
potters I have seen in action. When he throws,
the clay seems to spiral and float into shape.
It appears effortless and natural, as though
the clay is already programmed to spring
into shape, when the clay does that, when
it f lows like silk, then you are watching
a master at work.
Six inch pots at the rate of 1600 a day!
Kevin left school at 15, went to Art
College for four years and then worked
in a pottery making salt glazed plant pots.
Here, working on a production line, he
learned his throwing skills; like Isaac Button,
so many years ago, he learned how to throw
pots by the hundreds, and more. He made
six inch pots at the rate of 1600 a day! He still
uses the same basic techniques learned
to make all the shapes he uses today, he
uses only one rib, the metal ‘flowerpot rib’,
with two finger holes.
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Photograph by John Powell

Demonstration on 8th April 2011
His interests are broad and his own work
has changed many times over the years, he
has worked with stoneware and earthenware,
making traditional Greek and Roman forms,
table ware and tiles. His love of eighteenth
century pottery remains paramount, and
particularly industrially produced cream
ware. This is evident in his current work.
He brought several pieces with him - and
most of it was snapped up. His cream
ware is light, voluminous, with soft fluid
lines left by the making.
Kevin began his demonstration by making
the most basic of shapes, the cylinder.
He uses the same set of movements to make
everything else except bowls, so we all
watched with rapt attention. I was soon
st r uggling to keep up with his pace.
He throws with such economy that he can
cut his pots straight down the middle and
they will still stand up. He never uses water
to lift a pot off from the wheel, this weakens
the structure. He always lifts it off dry.
Here are brief notes on his system:
To make a cylinder
• Centre and cone as usual
• Make a base and open out ‘the wider the
base, the taller the pot’- the clay now looks
like a fat ashtray
• Compress base 3 times
• Throw a wide-based, narrow necked cylinder
u s i n g ‘p i n c h a n d l i f t ’ – h e r e t h e
clay is gathered into the centre as it is lifted.
The left thumb and forefinger hold the
clay in a claw while the right hand supports
it and throws
• Using the flat side of the rib in the right hand,
lift the pot with a scooping motion so that
the rib scoops into the base, raising some
of the clay up into the wall

report by Ros McGuirk
• Repeat and the cylinder is formed, tall, • Make an undercut – this allows the cut facets
even-walled and dry enough to hold up
to drop off
after wiring off.
• Cut the facets from the top, taking half
the width of the wall
To make a jug
•
Decide on the form before cutting, then
• Throw a cylinder as above (stages 1-5)
cut
in an organised fashion
• The second lift starts with the rib as before,
•
Throw
out a little from inside
taking the wall up from the base, making
it a little narrower, and bellying out the A ‘roly-poly’ dish
pot gently for about a third of the height. Finally, he made a ‘roly-poly’ dish with a
The rib guides the clay upwards and inwards, rolled over rim, giving the piece a soft pillow
like look and a Chinese style narrow necked
to keep the rim narrow.
• Collar in the top third, and throw the shape vase with a f lared rim. The latter would
have been a challenge in any circumstances;
you want for the top and rim
• He made an ‘English’ spout with the first two for the last pot of a very long day, it was
an amazing feat.
fingers of the right hand splayed out on the
outside of top. The forefinger of the left hand What great evening which fascinated and
entertained us all!
held the spout steady from the inside while
the right fingers pinched in on either side.
A large round, narrow necked vase
• This began life as a cylinder with greater
weight set at the top
• The base lifted in the same way as for the jug
• The neck is not collared in, but thrown
up in a narrow cylinder
• The lip then finished by folding the clay
back down
To make a bowl
• Throw a cylinder with concave sides, in one
lift to give the required height and width
• The bowl was gently bellied out, first by
using the straight edge of the rib on the
outside, and then a gentle movement with
the round side of the rib against the inside.
• This quick and simple sequence was all
there was. The use of the rib also removed
the slip and firmed up the walls.
To make a faceted pot
• Throw a cylinder with thick walls
Photograph by Lutz
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Joe Finch Wood Fire kiln build at Boxmoor
Day Two: Kiln Firing
And finally...
A small fire was lit in the back fire box
The wood fire kiln is built. After five
weeks of on-site preparation and two years of and then continual stoking
until the end of the firing.
negotiation, we have f inally achieved
Mary-Anne, Bipin & Terry
our goal.
did a sterling job keeping
What a fantastic three days – like a
continuous party (Jola’s comment) drink, the kiln going for eight
and a half hours.
delicious food supplied by Donice who
owns the Three Horseshoes pub by the canal
Day Three: Kiln Opening
at Winkwell, very good company and
The day started at the
fantastic weather to go with it. Joe Finch Th ree Horseshoes pub
was the ever calm, knowledgeable instructor with a sumptious lunch
who guided all the participants, stage
of roast beef, followed by
by stage, through all aspects of the art of
the unpacking of the kiln,
kiln building. What a talented man, always with some very exciting
with a solution to every problem.
results for a first firing.
Day One: The kiln building & packing
Notes for next firing:
This started at 9am and finished at 10pm!! • Make ‘wicket’ more secure – Phil has
A lot of hard work, but enjoyable and
offered to weld an iron framework to hold
with many trips by Danielle with the van to
the ‘wicket’ in place
get more bricks when we ran out. The team • A tighter pack for a better, more even heat
sorted, cleaned and cut bricks to size. distribution
Lutz with his circular saw cutting ‘heavies’ • The red bricks cracked under the fire box,
and his welding kit sorted out the angle
these need replacing with Gloucester Gold
iron round the chimney. Pots were glazed, bricks to withstand the high temperature
the kiln packed and preheated through the Costs were kept to a minimum because of
night with a small gas burner.
so many kind donations, and the project was
able to achieve its goal of being financially
independent.
Many thanks to...
• Mervyn for instigating the project by
purchasing the bricks on behalf of the Guild
and donating them to this joint venture
with West Herts College
• Phil Pennington and the Boxmoor Trust
for providing the site, the wood and an
assortment of tools and materials
• West Herts College for allowing the use
of the van and glaze materials
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Photographs by Bipin, Lutz and Vivienne Rodwell-Davies

			

Report by Vivienne Rodwell-Davies

• BAM the builders at West Herts College
for donating a stack of building materials
• Danielle and Paul who spent a great deal
of time and effort researching the project
and seeing it through to the end
• A big thank you to Joe Finch for taking
the time to come up from Wales and help
to build a beautiful kiln
A very successful project and one that I
hope the Guild members and West Herts
students will be involved with in the future.
Participants were:
Mervyn Fitzwilliam, Phil Pennington,
Danielle Bunker, Paul Rowbottom, Bipin,
David Wright, Donice Sousa, Doug Jones,
Elaine Etkind, Ingrid Thorstad, John Florentin,
Jola Spytkovska, Judi and John Tribe,
Lutz Krainhoefner, Mary Anne Bonney,
Sue Lines, Terry Newman,
Vivienne Rodwell-Davies

I

would like to add to Vivienne’s lively
account of building the kiln a personal
appreciation. I felt very privileged to be there
taking part in every stage of the process
and the project quite blew away my winter
blues and sluggishness. I truly enjoyed
myself on the days of preparation fetching
and carrying bricks, preparing the ground
and generally messing around trying to be as
helpful as possible! Much better than the
gym and I was amazed at how well we
worked round each other, each of us doing
what we felt most able to do best. It was also a
great opportunity to get to know people
better. I thank everyone who made this
project possible.
Ingrid Thorstad
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Book Reviews

		

Marshall Colman

Ceramic Transfer Printing by Kevin Petrie. Published by A & C Black

T

ransfer printing was first used by potters in the mid-18th
century to apply engraved designs as an underglaze
decoration on to bisque. When Paul Scott’s Ceramics and Print
was first published in 1994, few ceramics artists used transfers
on pottery. Since then, there has been an explosion in printing
on ceramics by studio potters and artists, probably the best
known of whom is Grayson Perry, who combines sprigging,
sgraffito, underglaze printing and transfers on his complex
decorated surfaces.
Kevin Petrie acknowledges Scott as an inspiration in
his work.

Petrie became interested in transfer
printing on ceramics in the early 1990s while
studying illustration at the University of
Westminster. As a PhD student at the
University of the West of England (UWE),
he developed a system of water-based
ceramic transfer printing. He is now
P rofessor of Cera m ics a nd Glass at
Sunderland University and is a leading
practitioner of ceramic transfer printing.
His clearly written and well-illustrated
book gives detailed instructions on several
methods of making and applying transfers
to the ceramic surface. There is a useful
historical introduction, including lovely
illustrations of work by Suzie Cooper and
Eric Ravilious, who demonstrated the
important contribution that artists could
make to industrial ceramics.
The method of making transfers that Petrie
concentrates on is screen-printing, which he
considers to be the most useful and attractive.
He covers both solvent-based and water-based
methods. Water- based printing is now
preferred because it is less hazardous and
polluting. Petrie’s work at UWE led to the
production of U-WET paper, which has made
14

water-based screen-printing of images onto
transfer paper available to the studio potter.
Although he prefers screen-printed
transfers for their depth of colour, he
discusses digitally printed transfers, which
are made in a modified photocopier. There
are companies who will make transfers for
you from your own images. There is also
wide scope for the use of stock transfers,
sheets of printed clichés which artists like
Matt Smith have used to good effect.
Suppliers of custom-made & stock transfers
are included in the information at the end
of the book.
Petrie demonstrates the old method of
printing from an etching plate onto biscuit
ware via potter’s tissue, the problem is that
no studio pottery supplier carries potter’s
tissue any more and when I tracked down
a Stoke-on-Trent wholesaler, they told me
that even they couldn’t get it.
A chapter is devoted to Steve Brown’s
work covering complex curved surfaces
with transfers and the use of transfers on
glass and metal is also discussed.
The book carries high quality illustrations
of a number of ceramic artists.
Images courtesy of Claire Weatherhead at A&C Black

Jan Kent
			

Throwing Large by Nick Collins

T

h i s i s a not he r
in A&C Black’s
series of Ceramics
Handbooks, a slim
book packed with
useful information.

Nic writes with a
simple and straight
for ward approach,
st ar ti ng f rom the
basics of choosing
tools, wheels and clay
suitable for big pots. He then covers the three
techniques that he uses himself for building
large pots: adding coils, adding doughnuts
and joining multiple thrown sections.
Each technique is described with simple
instructions and copious pictures, making
it all seem simple and straight forward
(I’m sure it is harder than he makes it look).
There is then a chapter on techniques used
by others, including a series of pictures
showing the truly monumental pot thrown
by a three man team of Chinese potters
at Aberystwyth in 2009. Finally there is a
section covering the work of eleven potters
producing large to huge pots in a wide
range of styles.
By a coincidence of timing, shortly after
I received this book, there was an exhibition
of Nic’s work at the Goldmark Gallery
in Uppingham. It was wonderful to be able
to see and handle the pots with a somewhat
greater appreciation of the skills that went
into producing them. What we need now
is a Ceramics Handbook on Wood Firing
to learn how to achieve the delicious ash
effects his work shows. It was good to
see that even in these difficult financial
times, Nic’s pots were selling briskly, from
the smallest to the largest.

Ros McGuirk
Maiolica by Daphne Carnegie

T

his excellent new book from the master
of maiolica is published by A&C Black
in their series of ceramic handbooks. Like
its predecessor, ‘Tin glazed Earthenware’
published in 1993, it is thoroughly researched,
clearly laid out and beautifully presented.
This is a complete update with all sections
having been re-written. The fascinating
histor y of maiolica is a little shor ter,
the technical chapters have been reviewed
and changed, and the descriptions of
contemporary makers include later works
by established potters as well as many
newcomers, one of whom is DCPG member
Marshall Colman.
Although both works were written to
appeal to the general public, collectors
and designer-makers, this new one, being
smaller and in soft back is more practical
to handle and hence more useful for anyone
working in this media. The text is concise
and informative. It is stuffed with tips,
instructions, recipes, suppliers and technical
information. The photographs are beautiful
and are well integrated into the text. This
adds much to its appeal and I found it hard
to put down. I particularly like the sequence
of pictures that show how to build up layers
of colour over wax resist, and the outcome
wh ich is a lovely
square dish with a leaf
pattern in soft blues,
greens, peach, yellow
and white.
Even if you work
in other media, this
book will inspire you,
with its plethora of
ideas and images of
gorgeous, colourful
pots.
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David Wright Demonstration
The best lesson is learning what the
clay is telling you

report by Danielle Bunker
of wood and enjoys the accidental effects
of the wood ash on the work during the firing.
At his leisurely pace, David showed us how
he coils his square forms, pinching the
corners and adding an extra coil vertically
inside the fold to strengthen the walls. When
he makes bowls, he pinches the base before
coiling in the same neat and tidy way.
He enjoys the contrast between the textured
exteriors and the smooth interiors. He dips
or pours his glazes, and he enjoys leaving
some natural clay on show.
David’s demonstration was complimented
by his wife, Laura, whose brilliantly designed
throwing aprons were available to purchase.

D

avid is the only potter I have come
across who coils pots and makes them
look beautifully thrown. He was always
good at coiling and enjoys the slower pace.

Accidents of nature
He talked about his inspirations; from
traditional rustic wares, to natural abstract
shapes found in “accidents of nature”. He
fires in a wood fire kiln to cone 11 taking one
day to stack, a long day to fire and two to three
days to cool. He does not rely on his pyrometer
but judges his temperature by noise, flame
and colour. He uses about a square meter
16

Photographs by John Powell and Lutz

Events and Exhibitions
5-7 Aug - Art in Clay, Hatfield House
Art in Clay, Hatfield is our local international
ceramics fair; always worth a visit. The show
allows everyone to experience the full range
of work on offer in the ceramics community
today. www.hatfield.artinclay.co.uk
Austin Desmond Fine Art until 28 July
Janet Leach, William Marshall,
Jason Wason.
This exhibition presents the work of
three potters who, for a short period in
the late 1970’s, worked side by side at the
Leach Pottery.
Also works on paper by Ben Nicholson
Little and Large
Contemporary Ceramics until 30 July
Eric Gill
British Museum until 7th Aug
Eric Gill’s public commissions. Sculpture,
coins, stamps, seals and medals.
Summer Show
Royal Academy of Arts until 15th Aug
Quiet different this year with a more
traditional approach.
Alan Kane
Home for Orphaned Dishes
Whitechapel Art Gallery until 4 Sep
A f loor to ceiling display of craft pottery
from 1960’s-70’s. Wheel thrown stone
glazed and slip ware in the rustic style
of that era. Come and be inspired by and
add to the collection. Bring your orphaned
finds to the gallery.
Vorticists
Tate Britain 14 June - 4 Sept
Modern art movement started in 1914 with
a lot of machine age forms and primal
patterns.

Watercolour
Tate Britain until 21 Aug
This exhibition demonstrates the versatility
and variety of watercolours from Turner to
Tracey Emin
Single Form
Tate Britain until 4 Sept
From Rodin to Hepworth, this display draws
together a wide range of works from the Tate
Collection on the human figure in sculpture
Joan Miró
Tate Modern until 11 Sept
The first major retrospective show for nearly
fifty years
Toulouse-Lautrec & Jane Avril
Courtauld Institute until 18 Sept
Wonderful exhibition of paintings and
posters of Jane Avril, one of the stars of
the Moulin Rouge during the 1890’s
Origin
Spitalfields Market 22-28 Sept
Henry Moore
Hatfield House until 30th Sept
If you are visiting Art in Clay this year you
could combine it with this exhibition.
Degas
Royal Academy 17 Sept - 11 Dec
Norman Rockwell’s America
Dulwich Picture Gallery 15 dec - 27 Mar
Tracey Emin: Love is What You Want
Hayward Gallery until 29 Aug
Paintings, drawings, photography, textiles,
video and sculpture. The show features new
outdoor sculptures created especially for the
Hayward Gallery, as well as rarely-exhibited
early works
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Guild Programme and The Committee			
Guild Programme
Tuesday 2nd August
Setting up day for participants to the
DCPG annual exhibition at Chenies Manor.
Tuesday 2nd August
Private View to Guild’s annual exhibition,
6.30pm to 8.30pm. (Exhibition runs from
3-29 August, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Bank Holiday Monday).
Friday 14th October
AGM and Stan Romer competition.
The theme for the competition this year is
‘Pots that tell tales’. Our demonstrator for the
evening will be Peter Ilsley who will also
judge the competition.
Sunday 16 October
Box Moor Trust Conker Festival
Saturday 12 November
Potters Open Day (POD), Longdean
School. Hemel Hempstead, HP5 8JB. David
and Margaret Frith will be demonstrating.
Ross McGuirk continues to organise our
programme of evening meetings, usually
held on the second Friday of each month at
The Methodist Church Hall, Kings Langley.

Member’s column
Wanted
A small electric wheel, Shimpo or similar,
any condition considered. 01442 242 332
Art in Clay Hatfield
Guild members Ruby Sharp and Vivienne
Rodwell-Davies will be hard at work at the
‘Throw a Pot’ stand. Please go and say hello
if you are passing by.
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The DCPG Committee

President and Chair Mervyn Fitzwilliam
‘Longfield’, Bulstrode Lane, Felden, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP3 0BP 01442 242 332
mfitzwilliam@hotmail.com
Vice Chair and Programme Secretary
Ros McGuirk
13 The Park, St. Albans, Herts AL1 4RU
ros.mcguirk@gmail.com
Treasurer and Membership Secretary
Jan Kent
48 Coleshill Place, Bradwell Common, Milton
Keynes, Bucks MK13 8DP 01908 674 051
jankent1@gmail.com
Secretary Mary Anne Bonney
56 Clarence Road, St. Albans, Herts AL1 4NG
01727 860 787 mabonney@dsl.pipex.com
Open Day Organiser
Veronica (‘Ronnie’) Powell 01494 774 398
ronnie.powell@btinternet.com
Guild Webmaster John Powell
2 Abbotts Place, Chesham, Bucks HP5 3HL
01494 774 398 john@thedcpg.org.uk
Publicity Kirsteen Holuj
Railing, 7a Mitre St, Buckingham, Bucks MK18
1DW kirsteenholuj@hotmail.com
Library and Exhibitions Sue Lines
78 Bedford Road, Letchworth, Herts SG6 4DU
sue.lines@nthworld.com
Workshop Organiser Vacant
Newsletter Joint Editors Danielle Bunker
danielle.bunker@westherts.ac.uk
and Lynne McGechie
lynne.mcgechie@btopenworld.com
Newsletter Design, Production and
Co Editor Bipin
bipin@thedcpg.org.co.uk
Production Assistant and Illustrator
Vivienne Rodwell-Davies
viviennerodwell@msn.com
Advertising Manager Karen George
karen@fireflyevents.org.uk
Newsletter Distributors Judi Tribe
judi.tribe@btinternet.com
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enamel
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DISCOUNT
to all members of
Dacorum & Chiltern Potters Guild

Want to be more
creative,
confident &
efficient?
For Ceramic Mentoring &
Coaching contact Gilda Westermann

Chrysanthos
Colours &
Brush-on Glazes

Many Unique
Products…

Australian
‘Walker’s Ceramics’
clays inc.
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For helpful and friendly advice please contact us:

Free
goal setting
session by
phone/skype

01243 265 845 . www.claymansupplies.co.uk
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Potters
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Best quality pottery materials and
equipment supplies, with an excellent
service at incredibly low prices.
With a huge range you need deal only with
us for all your craft, hobby and education
pottery needs, saving you on extra charges!
• Kilns • Wheels • Clays • Tools
• Glazes • Colours • Kiln Furniture
Buy online at

www.pottersconnection.co.uk

The Potters Connection

PO Box 3079 (Warehouse)
Stoke-on-Trent ST4 9FW
Tel: 01782 598 729 Fax: 01782 765 833
email: sales@pottersconnection.co.uk

01309 671799
g.westermann@freeuk.com
www.ceramicmentoring.com

